Measuring Success; Assessing the Statistics
The overall assessment goal was to gain insights about users' online behaviors that might reflect they were steadily transitioning toward eBooks, thus supporting CTW's decision to use PDA for title-by-title eBook purchases. To measure the pilot's success, the libraries hoped to gather quantitative and qualitative evidence of our users' growing acceptance of eBooks and PDA as a viable collection development and acquisitions model.
Evaluating Users' Acceptance of eBooks vs. Print
We hoped the MyiLibrary platform would capture information about the use of eBooks that could only be imagined for print titles. These were regularly returned with margin notes, underlined sentences, and sticky notes -would platform tools be used to do this in eBooks, too? Qualitative measures would allow us to virtually "look over their shoulders" through time spent online and platform features usage. Acceptance of eBooks would also be measured using quantitative data (e.g., titles accessed, session and page counts). With these in mind, here are some of CTW's questions about usage of the PDA titles, the data gathered, and the overall success or limitations encountered:
Usage of titles viewed and purchased: How extensively are MyiLibrary eBooks used in terms of sessions and pages viewed? Are titles being used repeatedly?
• Ascertaining PDA's sustainability potential in the libraries meant examining how well the PDA profile had performed in terms of providing titles that fit CTW's collection development needs. A financial assessment was needed to determine overall costs and savings while considering desired outcomes for collection development.
PDA profile assessment: Do MyiLibrary titles fall within CTW's profile parameters? Do purchases fit within CTW's overall collection development goals? How many purchases are used by two or more campuses?
• Data Collected: MyiLibrary titles were reviewed; if questioned, OASIS (Coutts' title knowledge base) provided how it matched CTW's PDA profile.
Prices were checked to assure they did not exceed CTW's cost parameter. For use across the consortium, IP numbers were monitored (see "Usage by each library and across CTW").
• Success and Limitations: Profile matches had to be checked title-by-title, so this occurred only if a title seemed out of scope. Then parameters were tweaked to resolve profile issues. Overall, the shared profile has been a success: most titles fit within the scope of CTW's print collections. The only recurring issue is from price increases after eBooks are added to the PDA program. Coutts has taken steps to monitor eBook prices more closely, send notifications, and offer the option to purchase or deactivate the title in question.
Unique titles vs. overlap with CTW holdings:
Are MyiLibrary eBooks providing access to new content? How many MyiLibrary purchased titles are unique to CTW holdings?
• Data Collected: CTW holdings were checked manually to determine how many MyiLibrary purchases were unique to the consortial collection.
• Success and Limitations: To increase the likelihood of purchasing unique MyiLibrary content, Coutts' de-duplication service removed any titles held in duplicate or triplicate across CTW; however, this customization could not be automated, so CTW agreed that only eBook holdings would be de-duplicated. Since this increased the possibility of purchasing the same title in eBook and print, gathering data on unique MyiLibrary titles ended after de-duplication changes were implemented. Usage by subject area: Are certain LC subject areas getting more activity than other areas?
• how/where do i see the indUstry in five years: We'll be in the midst of an economic recovery, but academic library budgets will be slow to recover. Administrations may not re-fund these to pre-downturn levels until endowments are more than fully replenished. So libraries will still be forced to make difficult decisions regarding the resources they can afford to provide. There will be a need for vendors to think creatively; to offer more pay-per-view and alternative access options for all types of online resources (not just eBooks). The academic eBook market will continue to grow -along with users' expectations. The user experience will play a significant role in determining how high and continuous this level of growth will be. , "1961-2000") .
OASIS was utilized for LC call numbers, which were copied into CTW's master usage spreadsheet. The most time-consuming task resulted from a changing PDA collection. As a result, comparing titles viewed to all active titles was done infrequently. When it was analyzed, we were pleased to discover that eBooks within all subject areas were being used, and, usually, in proportion to all titles available in each area. A cost analysis of eBooks: eBook pricing practices were of great interest, due to budgets, and because all three libraries prefer softcover for print purchases. CTW had agreed that MyiLibrary titles would be purchased after two views. There were concerns about this since it did not account for accidental usage (one-page views); MyiLibrary did not offer Short Term Loans (STLs) to offset such usage; and a year into our pilot, we learned other MyiLibrary customers had a three-view agreement. Yet, savings were expected from splitting MyiLibrary invoices and because fees were not charged when titles were viewed only once. CTW's cost analysis would take into account the extent to which titles were used after purchase and the financial benefits of eBooks that were used once but not purchased.
Comparing eBook prices to print: How many MyiLibrary purchases were available in softcover? How do MyiLibrary eBook prices compare to hardcover and softcover prices? Which publishers price their eBooks "too high" compared to print versions?
• Data Collected: OASIS provided all the prices needed. In addition to monitoring title-by-title eBook vs. print prices, average prices across formats were calculated, as well as an Average Cost Per Use for purchased titles.
• Success and Limitations: Prices were added to the master usage spreadsheet, which allowed us to monitor individual and total costs over time and calculate average prices and cost per use.
A desired outcome of the pilot was to acquire content in a cost-efficient manner. The Consortium was unaccustomed to purchasing eBooks on a title-by-title basis, so prices were gathered to learn how eBook prices compared to print. The intention was to control title costs by embargoing publishers whose eBook prices seemed "too high" given a title's availability in print (CTW defined "too high" as eBook prices based on hardcover when softcover was available, or if eBooks were priced three times higher than softcover). Although CTW purchased titles that were perceived as "too high," this was mitigated by two facts: the titles were used by patrons, and the costs were shared across the Consortium.
Assessing the value of one-time views: If CTW had to purchase all titles viewed once, what would it cost? What was the value of these titles compared to the cost of purchased titles?
• Data Collected: Prices of Titles Viewed Only Once (not purchased)
• Success and Limitations: OASIS provided prices of titles viewed once, which were easily tallied and tracked over time in the master usage spreadsheet. The overall value of one-time views is a source of satisfaction, as it consistently equals the cost of purchased titles. Assessing the cost of the two-view purchase trigger: How many titles have not been used since purchase? How frequently were purchases triggered "accidentally" (as indicated by minimal pages viewed during the first two sessions)?
• Data Collected: Titles Not Used Since Purchase, Titles Purchased Due to OnePage Views • Success and Limitations: Usage since purchase was easily tracked in the master spreadsheet. Titles used after purchase had three or more sessions; titles not used since being purchased had only two sessions.
• Using two years of data, CTW learned that 34 percent of its MyiLibrary titles were not used after purchase. This led us to look at purchases triggered by usage that could be accidental (i.e., one-page views). Of purchases due to one-page views, 4.5 percent were triggered completely (both sessions), while 27 percent were triggered partially. We determined this by manually reviewing pages per session for each new purchase -time-consuming, but worth it, when we learned that, of the titles triggered from one-page views, 66 percent had subsequent usage. Knowing this -that two-thirds of these purchases were merely delayed -could persuade MyiLibrary to change CTW's terms to three views before purchase. These insights were used in conjunction with information learned at conference presentations on eBooks: other MyiLibrary customers had a three-view purchase trigger. CTW attempted to negotiate for this, but discussions failed to reach mutually agreeable terms. Given the relationship that had developed with our PDA partner, this was an unanticipated setback but did not end CTW's program with MyiLibrary. Due to our satisfaction with titles purchased and MyiLibrary's access model, it will stay in place while other programs are implemented.
Closing Remarks
The constantly-changing eBook market indicated a need to thoroughly re-evaluate the Consortium's options. Based on information gathered during the MyiLibrary assessment and a need to consolidate selection and acquisition workflows, CTW looked at other PDA possibilities and is implementing a new eBook pilot with YBP Library Services (YBP) and Ebook Library (EBL). One of its appealing features is the libraries have the ability to avoid accidental usage that may trigger purchases. Users may browse for a short period of time without this counting toward the title's purchase. If they stay in the eBook long enough, a STL will provide longer access to the title. Selectors will choose titles to be added to this PDA program using our YBP collection development profiles, and GOBI (Global Online Bibliographic Information), YBP's online acquisition and collection development tool, will provide title notifications and pricing across all available versions.
Assessing the MyiLibrary eBook PDA pilot proved challenging because, as is often the case, it was time-consuming to collate useful pieces of information into a more complete picture for assessment purposes. From the start, it was known that gaining insights into users' online behaviors would be difficult. MyiLibrary reports may lack data on platform feature use, but given our experiences with other e-resource statistics, this was not entirely unexpected; however, as platforms are created and modified, information-gathering mechanisms, similar to Google Analytics, should be considered. The data gathered would provide insights into users' behaviors that would benefit publishers, vendors, and libraries.
With respect to the viability of PDA as a collection development model, redacted content from eBooks is problematic. The transition to eBooks is still underway; proper disclosure is needed for eBooks to become a trustworthy substitute for print. Libraries have a legitimate need to know which titles are affected, as an assurance that eBooks purchased via PDA (and ordered title-by-title) are equivalent to their print counterparts. A solution is the provision of such information from publishers to vendors and, ultimately, to their primary customers: libraries.
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